Short-Term Benefits from NeverLossTrading Long-Term Investor Alerts
Many traders rather prefer short- to long-term engagements.
If this is the case, how can you benefit from the NLT Long-Term Investor Alert?
In our teaching, we share the relation of weekly- and 4-hour charts; however, the question is:
How to put this into action?
Here are the steps:
-

Take the symbols with weekly NLT Top-Line Signals (Power Tower, Early Up, Early
Down) onto your watch list for the entire week.
Use the NLT TurnPoint lower study signal and trade the buy- or sell signals, preferred at
NLT Box breakouts (this study indicates assumed institutional buy-/sell-programs).
Either trade very short-term after signal confirmation: 1-candle; or hold overnight on a
stronger directional price-move: up to 4-candles. When trading for a 4-candle-pricemove, please consider that after a 2-SPU price expansion, we assume an 85% risk of the
price-move for haltering or reversing and thus you better take profits. The dot target on
the charts is set at 1-SPU.

Example:
In the week of April 11, 2016, JPM had a weekly NLT Top-Line PowerTower signal (Buy>62.91)
to the upside (blue). Unfortunately a NLT Box Line cut the potential price-move-to-target short,
which limits the trading opportunity; however you can capitalize in this trade situation by using a
4-hour and the NLT TurnPoint signal from the lower study.
JPM Weekly Signal
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At the above chart, the chosen trade was with the direction of the PowerTower candle; however,
if you find a confirmed NLT TurnPoint signal in the opposite direction it is valid too.
JPM 4-Hour Chart

On the JPM chart the lower study signal is moved to the price chart for demonstration purposes,
indicating that an institutional buy program was confirmed and followed through for 4-candles.
The stop is set 2%-of-1-SPU below the low of the trade initiation candle and produced a very
favorable reward/risk constellation on a one- or four-bar trade.
Let us continue to validate the JPM signals, moving to the left, looking at the orange early-up
signal (scroll up and see the JPM Weekly Signal Chart) on the weekly chart on 01-25-2016
candle at the price action of the 4-hour chart.
JPM 4-Hour Chart 2/1-2/5/2016 with a two signal confirmations on 2/2/2016 and 2/8/2016
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The JPM’s signal confirmation in this case was opposite to the original NLT Early Up signal and
good for a solid directional price move with favorable reward/risk setup.
If you are not yet subscribed to the NLT Long-Term Investor Alert, you can subscribe online:
http://neverlosstrading.com/Alerts.html
In case you are not yet familiar with NLT TurnPoint trading, our latest development, please feel
free to email us: contact@NeverLossTrading.com
Another alternative to participate with a limited risk in weekly NLT Top-Line setups is to engage
into specifically defined option trades, with the following imperatives:
-

Assumed 2-week duration.
Favorable SPU-based price-offer to buy put or call options inexpensive, allowing for high
leverage, as demonstrated below in our SPU-related calculation table: Option trades
carry a high risk; hence, you want to trade for solid returns.
Option
Price

Price
Move

0.4-SPU
0.5-SPU
0.4-SPU
0.5-SPU

1-SPU
1-SPU
2-SPU
2-SPU

Return
Expectation
88%
70%
175%
140%

This type trading is explained in the NLT-mentorships and we also show you how to repair
trades that do not work in the desired direction. Just a side note, this is where we got our name
from: Never Stop Loss Trading, but felt it is a bit too lengthy.
SPU is an NLT-in-house development to calculate the expected price move after institutional
engagement is detected and confirmed: SPU stands for speed unit, a statistical volatility
measure specific to NeverLossTrading.
See our offering…click.
Let us know if there is a system that catches your attention and feel free to receive a personal,
live demonstration: contact@NeverLossTrading.com
Good trading,
Thomas
http://NeverLossTrading.com
Disclaimer
The risk of trading securities, options, and futures can be substantial. Customers must consider all relevant risk factors, including
their own personal financial situation before trading. In our teaching of how to trade the markets, in our newsletters, webinars and our
involvement in the Investment Clubs, neither NOBEL Living, LLC, the parent company of NeverLossTrading® , or any of the
speakers, staff or members act as stockbrokers, broker dealers, or registered investment advisers. We worked out trading concepts
and share them through education with our members and clients.
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